With the transition to online learning, it is even more important that the process for selecting the right teaching materials is quick and easy. To support this, we recently enhanced the filter functionality for eCases on Emerald Insight.

**Summary of changes:**

1. Select 'Browse our content', then
2. Case Studies,
3. View all Case Studies

Users can still choose to browse eCase content by collection:

- Emerging Markets Case Studies (EMCS) • The CASE Journal (TCJ) • The Case for Women • Licensed case partners
Pinpoint the eCases you need using new content filters

From the eCases ‘search results’ page, users can refine content using a range of new filters on the right side of the page. Filters can be deselected at the top of the page.

Search across all eCases

Enter words or phrases to search narrow down your search for relevant eCases.

Sort eCases

Automatically defaulted to ‘Most recent’, you can also sort by ‘relevance’, ‘newest to oldest’ and ‘oldest to newest’

Visit the Emerald Cases Hub

On the Emerald Cases Hub you will find resources to help you write a quality case study and increase your chances of publication. Develop your skills and knowledge with a course on writing a case study and teaching note or download our handy how-to guides.

Get in touch

Ask your regional representative about eCase collections and access options
Contact Customer Support with questions about existing Emerald holdings

How do I access the teaching notes associated with a case study?

Whilst the availability of teaching notes is visible to all users, the teaching notes are only accessible to teaching staff based at institutions who subscribe to any of our cases products.

Find out how to get access here